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Overview
In this assignment you will implement the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm. Your input will be pairs or sequences
of images and your algorithm will output an optical flow field (u, v). Three sets of test images are available from the
course website. The first contains a synthetic (random) texture, the second a rotating sphere1, and the third a corridor
at Oxford university2. Before running your code on the images, you should first convert your images to grayscale and
map intensity values to the range [0, 1].

Part A: Single-Scale Lucas-Kanade (8 points)
Implement the single-scale Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm described in lecture. This involves finding the motion
(u, v) that minimizes the the sum-squared error of the brightness constancy equations for each pixel in a window. You
should write a function with the following inputs,

function [u,v] = optical_flow_LK(I0,I1,windowSize).

Here, u and v are the x and y components of the optical flow, I0 and I1 are two images taken at times 0 and 1 respec-
tively, and windowSize is a 1× 2 vector storing the width and height of the window used during flow computation. In

1Courtesy of http://www.cs.otago.ac.nz/research/vision/Research/OpticalFlow/opticalflow.html
2Courtesy of the Oxford visual geometry group
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addition to these inputs, you may want to add thesholds for λ2 and λ1

λ2

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues (λ1 > λ2)
of AT A (these can be hardcoded as well – report any values you use for these parameters).

What to turn in for this section

• Your code

• Quiver plots of (u, v) for the following image pairs using windows of 11x11 and two other window sizes of
your choice,

– SYNTH : I0 = ’synth 000.pgm’, I1 = ’synth 001.pgm’
– SPHERE : I0 = ’sphere.0.ppm’, I1 = ’sphere.1.ppm’
– CORRIDOR : I0 = ’bt.000.pgm’, I1 = ’bt.001.pgm’

• Any modifications and/or thresholds you used.

• Does this algorithm work well for these test images? If not, why?

• Did you notice any trends when modifying the window size?

Part B: Multiple-Scale Lucas-Kanade (7 points)
Modify your algorithm to compute optical flow at multiple resolutions. This consists of three steps: construction of
Guassian pyramids for each input image, computation of optical flow at a course scale, and propagation of that optical
flow to the next level of the pyramid.

The first step is to create a Gaussian pyramid containing images at different scales (see page 159 in F&P). Each
level of the pyramid should contain images scaled by a factor of two (and anti-aliased by virtue of the Gaussian
filtering). Then, iterate over each level in the pyramid (going from course to fine), at each iteration updating the
estimate of the optical flow. Once the optical flow is computed at a given resolution, it can be propagated to the next
resolution by interpolation. The flow values also need to be scaled to account for resizing (a motion of 1 pixel in a
low-res image becomes a motion of 2 pixels in a higher-res image, so uhighres = 2ulowres).

One of the main reasons the basic Lucas-Kanade algorithm fails is because of large motions. Running the algorithm
at multiple resolutions is only part of the solution, because large motions will still cause failure at fine scales. To
account for this, we can introduce a motion model that warps the two images closer together based on the optical flow
computed at a courser scale. Then, the residual optical flow can be robustly estimated at finer scales even when the
motion is large.

Your implementation will use a simple local translational model. This means that corresponding windows in the
two images are offset by some constant. To make this more concrete, suppose we want to update the optical flow at
pixel location (i, j) and our current optical flow estimate is u(i, j) and v(i, j). Then instead of comparing windows
centered at pixel (i, j) in the input images, we compare the window centered at (i, j) in the first image to the window
centered at (i + u(i, j), j + v(i, j)). The resulting flow is then added to the original optical flow to get the updated
value.

You should create a new function with inputs,

function [u,v] = optical_flow_MSLK(I0,I1,windowSize,numLevels)

where numLevels specifies the number of different scaled image resolutions to use. Each level of resolution should be
scaled by a factor of two (ie, if level 0 contains the original image with resolution 256x256, level 1 will have resolution
128x128, level 2 will be 64x64, and so on).
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What to turn in for this section

• Your code

• Quiver plots of (u, v) for the following image pairs using the same window sizes as in part A,

– SYNTH : I0 = ’synth 000.pgm’, I1 = ’synth 001.pgm’
– SPHERE : I0 = ’sphere.0.ppm’, I1 = ’sphere.1.ppm’
– CORRIDOR : I0 = ’bt.000.pgm’, I1 = ’bt.001.pgm’

• Any modifications and/or thresholds you used.

• Did this improve results? How and why?

• Did you notice any trends when modifying the window size?

What to turn in for the entire report
1. Email Neil the code and report (nalldrin AT cs.ucsd.edu)

2. Hand in a report which contains

(a) Hardcopy of code
(b) Report which includes the output described above. Also, include a short description of your conclusions

based on your experience.

Additional Reading
You may find it helpful to reference the following papers in addition to the book and lecture notes.

• “Hierarchical Model-Based Motion Estimation”, by Bergen et al.

• “Determining Optical Flow for Large Motions Using Parametric Models in a Hierarchical Framework”, by
Barron and Khurana.

• “The Computation of Optical Flow”, by Beauchemin and Barron. (look at the other papers first)

These papers are available from the course webpage.

Optional Fun Stuff
This is completely optional and not for extra credit, but it might be fun to do anyways.

Affine Motion Model
In part B you warped the images at different scales with a local translational motion. Extend your motion model to
account for affine motion. Affine motion parameterizes u and v as,

u(x, y) = a1 + a2x + a3y

v(x, y) = a4 + a5x + a6y.

In matrix form this can be expressed as

~u(x, y) = X(x, y)~a
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where,

~u(x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y))T

X(x, y) =

(

1 x y 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 x y

)

~a = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6)
T

Thus, the motion for the entire image is parameterized in terms of 6 parameters (a1, ...a6). Once these parameters
are figured out, the image can be warped by applying the affine transformation to each pixel location (x, y) and
interpolating.

Note: The affine motion model can be applied either locally (ie, to each window separately) or globally (ie, to the
entire image all at once).

More than two input images
Make an optical flow “movie” by computing the optical flow for an entire image sequence (instead of just two images).
You could also try out temporal smoothing in this framework. This is why entire sequences of images are posted
instead of just image pairs.
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